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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is one of the most common childhood neurodevelopmental disorders and is characterized by impaired social cognition
and communication and by repetitive and/or obsessive behavior and interests
(American Psychiatric Association 2013). The purpose of this paper is to introduce a neuroimaging analysis of ASD and raise the possibility that the
different brain responses between children with ASD and typically developing (TD) children lead to different behavior in real conversations. The paper
consists of two major parts. Section 2 discusses the neuroimaging analysis
of children with ASD and TD children, showing what happens in the brain
when they hear a human voice. Section 3 provides a corpus analysis of these
children, showing that children with ASD are not observed to utilize an important conversational function. We will argue that a different brain response
can be ‘a’ reason for unsocial communication by children with ASD. Finally,
Section 4 concludes the discussion.
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2
2.1

Brains and ASD
Neurophysiological Studies Using Magnetoencephalography (MEG)
in Children with ASD

Recent neurophysiological studies suggest that atypical brain function regarding processing sound and voice is related to a social and communication disorder in children with autism. Therefore, atypical processing of voice
stimuli in the brain cortex is thought to be involved in the impairment of social behavior in individuals with autism (Cardy et al. 2004). Yoshimura and
Kikuchi have focused on the development of auditory processing in early
childhood by employing auditory evoked magnetic ﬁeld (AEF) using childcustomized MEG. We reported the characteristics of the auditory response
in TD preschool children and children with ASD. In particular, to investigate brain function related to social information, we have used the syllable
sound /ne/, which is often used in Japanese mother-child conversations and
expresses the speaker’s request for acknowledgement or empathy from the listener (Ponton et al. 2002; Kajikawa et al. 2004). Some previous studies have
reported that the most prominent feature of sound and voice processing that
occurs in children aged 1-10 years old is a component that appears at approximately 100 ms after auditory stimulus (Ponton et al. 2002; Cardy et al. 2004;
Gilley et al. 2005). We have labeled this ﬁrst most prominent component after
auditory stimuli P1m and conducted cross-sectional (Yoshimura et al. 2013)
and longitudinal studies (Yoshimura et al. 2014, 2016) on the maturational
process of the magnitude of the current density of the current source for children aged 2 to 10 years. Intriguingly, our previous studies have demonstrated
that the magnitude of the P1m component in the left hemisphere is positively
correlated with language performance in young preschool children (2-5 years
old)) (See Figure 1 below).
The result of this experiment indicated that the left hemisphere becomes
predominant in language processing by 5 years of age. A previous study provided evidence that P1m is sensitive to the place-of-articulation features of
speech and their coarticulatory processes (Tavabi et al. 2007). Furthermore,
P1m evoked in the left hemisphere may already be involved in a long-range
brain network that contributes to language performance, as previous physiological studies indicate that the link between auditory perception and vocal
production is quite rapid and connects within quite short periods. For example, Howard et al. (2000); Brugge et al. (2003) and Greenlee et al. (2004) use
depth electrode stimulation, and electrophysiological recording in neurosurgical patients to explore the evoked responses and connectivity in a circuit
involving the primary auditory cortex, posterior lateral superior temporal, inferior frontal gyrus and orofacial motor cortex. Their studies suggest that,
within 40 ms of stimulus onset, a sound already has an impact on neural
activity in the orofacial motor cortex through the posterior lateral superior
temporal and inferior frontal gyrus. These rapid linkages among languagerelated brain areas are consistent with previous anatomical studies, indicating
the intimate connections among these areas (Pandya and Seltzer 1982; Seltzer
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Figure 1: Scatterplot for the P1m intensity in the left hemisphere and language
performance (Yoshimura et al. 2012)
and Pandya 1991; Yeterian and Pandya 1998; Petrides and Pandya 2002; Patterson and Johnsrude 2008). Therefore, the P1m component can be used for
diagnosing whether the role of the left hemisphere in children with ASD is
comparable to that of TD preschool children.1
The results of the experiment in Figure 2 show that 3- to 7-year-old children with ASD demonstrate less leftward lateralization in P1m magnitude in
response to hearing a voice compared to typically developing control children.
This result indicates that the developmental processes of the auditory cortex, which matures through changes in biological indicators, such as myelination, ordinarily accompanying language acquisition, are not observed in children with ASD in early childhood. Auditory mismatch negativity (MMN), or
its magnetic mismatch ﬁeld (MMF), is quantiﬁed by subtracting the average
waveform generated in response to standard stimuli from the average deviant
waveform; MMN typically peaks between 100 to 250 ms from the onset of
the stimulus change (Näätänen et al. 2007).
In previous studies in children, the MMN latency ranged between 100 ms
and 400 ms, depending on the age, cognitive skill and stimulus type (Korpilahti et al. 2001; Pihko et al. 2005). MMN has been considered a suitable
method for investigating speech development, even in infants, because MMN
is elicited at all ages and is enhanced by native speech but demonstrates contrasts with unfamiliar speech beginning at the age of 6 months (Kuhl et al.
1 According to Yohei Oseki (p.c.), the different activation of the left superior temporal gyrus
only indicates that this part of the brain simply responds to the sound; the result does not indicate
anything with respect to human language. We hope these studies are a reply to his comment.
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Figure 2: Intensity (a) and latency (b) of the P50m component. The open
circles indicate typically developing children, and the closed squares indicate
children with ASD. Note the signiﬁcant interaction between the group and
hemisphere (F= 7.54; p = 0.007) for the intensity values (a). (Yoshimura
et al. 2013)
2005). Atypical MMN/MMF responses have been reported in populations
with ASD ( Kuhl et al. 2013). Yoshimura and Kikuchi have also investigated
the MMF evoked by voice stimuli in 3- to 5-year-old typically developing
(TD) children and children with ASD (Yoshimura et al. 2013). We have used
typical oddball sequences consisting of standard stimuli (456 times, 83%)
and deviant stimuli (90 times, 17%). The stimuli consisted of the Japanese
syllable “ne” pronounced two different ways (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Spectral and temporal characteristics of the stimulus items standard
/ne/ and deviant /Ne/ (Yoshimura et al. 2017)
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A repetitive series of utterances of “ne” pronounced with a ﬂat tone (/ne/)
was used as a standard. This stimulus carries no intonational information.
As a deviant stimulus, we used “ne” pronounced with a high falling tone
(/Ne/), which carries intonational information (e.g., attention-seeking, emotional, declarative, or interrogative intonation). Children with ASD exhibited
signiﬁcantly decreased activation in the left superior temporal gyrus compared to TD children, as determined via the MMF amplitude (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Comparison of the MMF source amplitude in the 100-200 ms time
window. Signiﬁcant differences were identiﬁed in the left superior temporal
gyrus (a) and the left transverse temporal gyrus (b) between TD children and
children with ASD. There was a signiﬁcant difference in the left superior temporal gyrus (c) and between TD children and ASD children with and without
speech onset delay (SOD) (Yoshimura et al. 2017)
Dividing children with ASD according to the presence of a speech onset
delay (ASD-SOD and ASD-NoSOD, respectively) and comparing them with
TD children, both the ASD groups exhibited decreased activation in the left
superior temporal gyrus compared to the TD children. In contrast, the ASD-
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SOD group exhibited increased activity in the left frontal cortex (i.e., pars
orbitalis) compared to the other groups (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Comparison of the MMF amplitudes in the left pars orbitalis during
the 200-350 ms time window among the three groups (Yoshimura et al. 2017).
Irrespective of SOD, all the children with ASD have a signiﬁcant negative
correlation between the MMF amplitude in the left pars orbitalis and language
performance. The left inferior frontal cortex may play an important role in the
detection of rapid pitch changes in subjects with ASD at the cost of language
performance. We had shown that the brain responses with respect to the interjection /ne/ are different between TD children and children with ASD. The
next question to be discussed is how the difference in the brain activity leads
to real conversations. We will argue that children with ASD are responsive
enough to a conversational turn with the interjection /ne/ but that they will
not make use of a sentence that requires a collaborative activity.
3 Unrepaired Conversations by Children with ASD
3.1 Background to the Difﬁculty with Turn-Taking Communication in
ASD
As one of the core and common symptoms in individuals with ASD, numerous reports have been made about the difﬁculties with functional language
and failure of social communication. The skill of using language for interpersonal communication is called “pragmatics”; a failure in social communication is one of the earliest signs of autism (Baron-Cohen 1988; Tager-Flusberg
et al. 2009).
With respect to social communication, children with ASD neither show the
use of words to look for joint attention nor refer to the cognition (i.e. belief,
intention) in words that represent the state of the person’s mind. The ability
to infer and predict the intentions, thoughts, desires, intuitions, behavioral reactions, plans, and beliefs of others is called “the theory of mind” (Frith and
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Frith 2012). Many previous studies have suggested that the lack of pragmatics
in children with ASD is due to an impairment in the ‘theory of mind’ (Mathersul et al. 2013; Baron-Cohen et al. 1985). In the case of TD children, joint
attention emerges at approximately 9 months, and TD children acquire words
and concepts for expressing one’s state of mind at approximately 2 years old.
Furthermore, they are able to distinguish between their own beliefs and the
beliefs of others when they are approximately 4 years old. However, it has
been pointed out that children with ASD show abnormalities in these developments. Based on this background, we have compared the conversations of
children with ASD and of TD children as a control.
3.2 Conversation Analysis
We focused on the backchannel use of /ne/ that triggers conﬁrmation or jointattention in conversations. The turn initial /ne/ used as an attention getter is
mainly involved in joint attention. Although it can also be used in a sentence ﬁnal position but the main focus in this paper is on a single-use of
/ne/ that corresponds to the turn initial /ne/ and is fairly frequent in Japanese
conversations.2 Based on traditional conversation analysis, we used informal
face-to-face conversational data (Sacks et al. 1974; Schegloff et al. 1977).
Language in context helps us understand how it is shaped by, and for, interaction. We focused on the role of the interjection /ne/ in real conversations (Tanaka 2000). We used the four video corpora and four samples in the
TalkBank system, which is available for sharing and studying conversational
interactions (MacWhinney 2000). The age of participants varied from 3 to
7 years old. Data collection was based on naturally occurring conversations
between an experimenter and a subject and families and friends, following
established methods of conversation analysis. Participants often engaged in
additional activities during these conversations. The interjection /ne/ is used
in a variety of positions in a sentence: the initial, internal and ﬁnal positions.
It is used for summoning, conﬁrmation, inviting afﬁliation, repair initiation
and so forth. All of the conversations were naturally occurring, social conversations in Japanese and social conversations. We counted the number of
/ne/ that had some conversational function in the material and counted the
reduplicated form, such as “nee nee,” as a single unit.
We have investigated whether children with ASD are responsive in conversations and are willing to attract attention or make a request. Kajikawa et al.
(2004) point out that by 3;3 years of age, turn-taking is fairly smooth, and
frequent overlaps are observed between mother-child conversations. Based
on the video corpora, we counted the number of the turn management /ne/.
We found that, although children with ASD responded as quickly as TD children (Stivers et al. 2009), if they were asked by using /ne/ and were told
something beginning with /ne/. However, there was no single statement made
by children with ASD using /ne/ to make a request or to conﬁrm; this result
was pointed out previously by Watanuki (1997) in a study that evaluated in
2 We thank some comments by the reviewer(s).
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Time of corpus
/ne/
Once Per Second

A (5;00)
74:58
18
46.4
TABLE 2:

B (5;00)
80:57
51
95.2

C (3;08)
52:30
10
315.2

D (3;01)
45:49
29
94.8

TD Male Children Summary

an hour-long conversation. We also found that there was no time lag in the
conversations between children with ASD and the examiner as far as the interjection is concerned. This applied to TD children in the control corpora.
However, children with ASD did not make use of /ne/ in the four corpora.
The result of the production of /ne/ is summarized in TABLE 1 and 2.

Time of corpus
/ne/

A (7;2)
73:39
0

TABLE 1:

B (5;3)
56:56
0

C (5;2)
45:20
0

D (5;7)
46:25
0

Male Children with ASD Summary

Children with ASD were responsive to a conversational turn containing
/ne/. This indicates that they actually heard the /ne/ sound and understand its
function. What is intriguing is the fact that they did not utter the interjection
/ne/, while they can pronounce a sound such as nezumi ‘mouse’.
In contrast, TD children often used the interjection /ne/ (twice per minute
on average). As a result of the student’s t-test, there was a signiﬁcant difference between TD children and children with ASD (t = −3.035, p = 0.023)
in the instances of the interjection /ne/ produced.
In addition, children with ASD never repaired a conversation. In everyday social interaction, people ask each other for clariﬁcation once every 84
seconds on average (Dingemanse et al. 2015). Repair is ubiquitous and indispensable, that is, a key part of our communication system. Repair may be
roughly divided into several subcategories: open requests, restricted requests,
or restricted offers (Dingemanse and Enﬁeld 2015). An open request that is
initiated, such as huh? in English, asks for repetition or clariﬁcation, targeting
the whole of a prior turn. A restricted request initiated, such as who? or what?,
also asks for repetition or clariﬁcation, targeting some of the prior turn. A restricted offer is provided by a whole sentence, requesting conﬁrmation and
targeting some of the prior turn. Since a repair strategy is typical of normal
conversations and is a major characteristic of collaborative conversations, the
lack of repair by children with ASD should be a major target for analysis of
their pragmatic abilities.
From these comparative studies, we conclude that children with ASD show
no signiﬁcant delay in response compared to TD children regarding turn taking. However, they are not willing to repair conversations. These are impor-
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tant strategies in conversations that prevent misunderstandings. A conclusion
drawn from this research is that children with ASD have difﬁculties in conversations or social interactions because they are not willing to be involved in
interactions, which is probably due to their atypical brain functioning. Therefore, the difference in brain function leads to production errors, not to receptive errors.
4 Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was twofold. First, the neuroimaging analysis of
children with ASD exhibits signiﬁcantly decreased activation in the left superior temporal gyrus compared to TD children for the MMF amplitude.
For all the children with ASD, there was a signiﬁcant negative correlation
between the MMF amplitude in the left pars orbitalis and language performance. Second, in the comparative analysis of real conversations, we observed that children with ASD were receptive enough to a prior turn in turntaking. However, they did not conﬁrm or repair conversations. Speciﬁcally,
the turn-management /ne/ was never used. This is important from a linguistic
point of view because repair is ubiquitous and vital for preventing miscommunication. The next question is how and why the different brain responses
lead to different attitudes in conversations. This awaits future research.
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